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The Buddha Shakyamuni’s mother Mayadevi was
reborn in Indra’s heaven. To repay her kindness
and to liberate her, and also to benefit the gods,
Buddha Shakyamuni spent three months in the
realm of the gods. This was followed by His
performance of extensive miracles at Shravasti in
His 41st year. After these three months, at the
request of His disciples, the Buddha agreed to
return to continue His teachings on earth. As a
Buddha Holy Day, it is an auspicious day for
practice, when the karmic effects of actions are
said to be multiplied 100 million times!

Khenpo la, together with students attending The
Complete Path teaching at Kamalashila Tibetan
Buddhist Centre (group photo below), celebrate
the birthday of our glorious Root Guru His Holiness
Sakya Trichen with a Mandala Offering, Long Life
prayers and birthday cake.
Your Holiness, may you live a long and healthy life
and continue to turn the Wheel of Dharma to
benefit all sentient beings. We offer our deep and
heartfelt thanks for all you have given us through
you limitless loving kindness, compassion and
wisdom.

Your devoted students
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UPCOMING EVENTS at KTBC

HEALING & PURIFICATION RETREAT
27 December 2017 - 1 January

The 2nd Annual
Family Retreat Weekend

Friday 17th - Sunday 19th
November
A very special invitation for your family to
share the weekend in the Dharma with
Khenpo Ngawang Dhamchoe.
The 2nd Annual Family Retreat will take
place at Kamalashila Tibetan Buddhist
Centre from 17 to 19 November. This is a
great opportunity for you and your family to
spend time in this retreat environment with
such an experienced and respected teacher
such as Khenpo Ngawang Dhamchoe.
There will be guided meditation sessions for
all ages, and lots of fun activities. Bookings
are essential.
with Khenpo Ngawang Dhamchoe

Please enjoy a few images from the most
recent Family Meditation Day below.

Everyone is invited to attend.
This is the 3rd Annual Healing & Purification
Retreat at Kamalashila Tibetan Buddhist
Centre. This is a great way to be prepared
for a healthy and refreshed 2018. Away
from everything, in amongst the most
beautiful, peaceful and perfect environment
for rejuvenation.
Khenpo will bestow both Medicine Buddha
& Vajrasattva Transmissions, and then
commence teachings. Khenpo la reminds us
that we need to hear these teachings over
and over again, to help us deepen our
understanding.
Bookings are confirmed with payment via
the centre bank account Drogmi Buddhist
Institute Westpac BSB 032060 Acct 454289
(with the code word being your name) by
no later than 13 November. The cost is
$140 per family or $60 per day. Please
notify us via info@drogmi.org of your
payment and more info will be forwarded.

When: 27 December (2pm) - 1 January
(10am)
Cost:

$500 / or $80 per day only / or
$100 per day with accommodation
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL:
info@drogmi.org or 0403 779 099

KAMALASHILA TIBETAN
BUDDHIST CENTRE’S
END OF YEAR CELEBRATION!!!

Please join us on Saturday 9 December for a
festive ‘Xmas’ dinner and celebration of a
full year at KTBC.
4pm: AGM Meeting (all welcome)
7pm: Dinner ($10 donation)
RSVP
5 December: info@drogmi.org
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TERM 2 of
THE COMPLETE PATH
“Clarifying the Sage’s Intent”

When I reflect on Khenpo la’s words, they are
so profound: If we want to remove confusion
from our mind, if we want the clearest
possible mind (Buddhahood), then we need
to engage in study, contemplation of truth,
speaking the truth and aligning our actions
with the truth. When we are honest in this
way, it creates an atmosphere of calm, of
comfortableness, which encourages others to
be honest as well. So virtue is honesty, is
kindness too. “Virtue is honesty”.

centuries by dedicated scholars and teachers
to reach us in this troubled 21st century.
Sitting in stillness, surrounded by the natural
beauty that is Kamalashila in Tilba, I feel so
lucky to have been able to participate in this
seven year program under the skilful
guidance of Khenpo la. His gentle teaching
style and patience are inspiring for us all as
we do battle with our defiled minds to absorb
as much detail as we can in a relatively short
time. He is so empathetic to our nervous
attitude with doing well in the exam and
always buoys us with his assurance that we
will absorb the teachings as long as we study,
contemplate and meditate with loving
kindness and compassion for all sentient
In a world so puffed up with ego, anger,
threats and deadly toys, what a gift to receive beings. It is a privilege to be able to study
Buddha’s incredible philosophy with Khenpo
such wisdom and sanity from Khenpo la,
in Australia, and to be given the chance in a
teaching from ‘Clarifying the Sage’s Intent’
lifetime to remove some defilements,
by Sakya Pandita. We cannot change world
delusions and obscuration's from our minds
affairs right now, but like a pebble dropped
so we can begin the long journey towards
into a pool, the ripples of these wise
liberation. Sherry
teachings are influencing our minds and
individually we can share these with others
around us as we put them into practice.
Thank you Khenpo la. Zara

“Within our illusions and without our
illusions, we suffer, purify integrate and
grow.”
After Term 2, I am appreciating so much
more how through both, the joyous times
and the hard times, we can chant, we can
prostrate, and we can rest our minds. Like
good friends these practices can feel so
inspiring and kind. Free from our conceptual
extremes they are so worthy of relying upon
wisdom. For the first time I am beginning to
feel I can relax and allow dharma to gently
hold me.
Thank you Khenpo la, thank you Gulaga,
thank you to all our classmates for showing
me so much love, patience and acceptance.
See you all soon! David T.

I feel so humbled and grateful that this
extraordinary body of knowledge has been
preserved and handed down through the

“Virtue is honesty”.
That was the first gem I gleaned from
Khenpo la’s teachings this time. The clearer
our mind, the closer to the truth we are. The
closer we bring ourselves to the truth, the
clearer our mind. If the causes that we
create through our thoughts, words and
deeds are murky, how can we expect to
achieve the result of clarity?
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SPRING SHAMATHA RETREAT 2017 I would like to express my immense

gratitude at being able to attend the
teachings from Khenpo. I am aware of not
being able to say much at retreat , for the
simple reason of not wanting to burst into
tears! I think we are all aware of the
multitude of different suffering in this life,
but then, when these conditions make us
ready to finally open up and ripen to true
meaning and purpose, it is with this
searching I came to be at retreat. I will now
be focused on making my baby steps with
confidence from Khenpo’s teachings. How
In a peaceful bush setting with a wonderful truly fortunate to find this, for he has shown
group of people, Khenpo la clearly and
me how to turn the experiences of my life
precisely taught on shamatha meditation.
into the practice of Dharma and not to dwell
Asking us to explore our intentions for
on the things that are negative. Such clear
practising shamatha and the results of
instructions, I feel so inspired to make the
these. Khenpo la explained the six obstacles effort. I’m just beginning, I know it’s not
to practice, how to use the eight antidotes
instant, yet hopefully in time we can share
and responded with direct teachings for
more positive experience in the practice. I
each of us according to our questions,
look forward to that. June
troubles and experiences.
I’ve meditated for a few years but was
I personally learned shamatha is so much
struck throughout the shamatha retreat by
more than just a skill to be developed. I
just how little I really knew about shamatha.
finally understood why I have always felt at Khenpo la was the right teacher in the right
once tired and restless in life, why I’m so
environment (and surrounded by the right
quick to anger, while I’m living a seemingly friends), to help me understand this clear
wonderful life. My mind without practicing and stable foundation for vipassana
shamatha constantly wanders seeking
practice. During my practice, I’m now trying
unreliable things never resting, never
to give a wide berth to my wild elephant of
satisfied, it’s unhappiness. I learned
a mind, hoping to haul it in little by little
shamatha is essential to rest the mind. To
with the rope of mindfulness and the pole
allow any chance for wisdom to begin to
of my meditation object. I’m very grateful
allow compassion and bodhicitta to arise,
to Khenpo la for skilfully creating the
clarity and stability is the beginning. Dino
conditions to change the quality of our
minds and therefore our perceptions. What
could be more important! We are so very
fortunate to have his presence as our
teacher and the retreat was a significant
step in my own development. Carole

This year spring blossomed… I had the good
fortune to spend 18 days of spring at
Kamalashila! From the Complete Path
Retreat, I returned home to pay a few bills,
share a few hugs & gather one of my
daughters, Rubie and head back for
Shamatha Retreat. It was Rubie’s (19) first
full retreat. She flourished in the pristine
location and with the gentle guidance,
kindness & wisdom of Khenpo la. She had
the good fortune to absorb profound
shamatha meditation teachings and ask
many questions during sessions and over
delicious authentic meals cooked by Ani
Nyidon, Karma, Alan & Annie. To see and
hear one of your children gain clarity about
the mind was truly beautiful.
The daily routine of the shamatha retreat
started with our own practice in gompa with
Khenpo la, followed by breakfast, teachings,
meditation, Q & A and finished with prayers,
meditation and mantra after dinner which
sent me floating into my dormitory to
soundly sleep the night away ready for the
6am bell. I have been blessed to be
amongst family, friends and new friends and
to feel how everyone finds new wisdom,
clarity & peace. Often arriving with mixed
feelings of curiosity, fatigue, nervousness
and uncertainty, the sangha knits together
and feelings of luminosity, love and comfort
begin to hold each person. Smiles, laughter
& heartfelt connections come and lift
everyone through their times of less light.
The shamatha retreat is for all ages, all
stages. Until next time… Kamalashila is
forever warming our hearts. Jacky

I found great benefit in attending the
shamatha retreat. It was a rare and
valuable chance to learn from such a
knowledgeable and insightful teacher, with
a direct line from the Sakya tradition,
especially I was grateful to learn shamatha
meditation. Robert G.
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OCTOBER WORKING BEE
“Retreat Huts”

“IT DOESN’T MATTER”
A Poem from The Complete Path

Thank you to everyone who worked on the
October weekend continuing construction
of the retreat huts. It was a wonderful group
and we accomplished a lot, including
cladding and insulation of the huts, plus
painting of the existing hut. The new huts
are so well built! The more we work on
these we realise how much thought and
care Alan has put into the design, to benefit
others. Very inspiring indeed.

You know you’re Buddha nature and refuge
you have taken, accept now there is no fear
or doubt only faith and Great Compassion.

it’s delusion I’m afraid so don’t be daft,
don’t suppress your feelings but let them go
down the shaft.
Mind is forever misconception three, fact is
you’re kidding yourself mind is as
permanent as me.

Six Perfections start the journey of methods,
Phenomena exists misconception four, if
marriage to Absolute, you have to get it
you believe on that you won’t get through
right or we’ll all go down the chute.
the door.
Generosity of the Bodhisattva style, virtuous
Independent Origination, its my personal
conduct becomes your thing, patience
comes though it takes a while, joyous effort fascination and thinking Four Extremes will
adds the bling, meditative concentration is a lead to graduation.
serious matter, and perfection of wisdom
Four Extremes like an evaporated lake, you
adds the ‘wow’ factor.
can see the signs of it but it does not exist
By Four Means you gather disciples, be
generous and kind in speech and action
benefit others to benefit self, it takes some
time to get any traction, don’t preach you
are not yet fit to teach, so leading by
example brings the most satisfaction.
Then seek the Five Paths, good luck with
that lot, but don’t give up and don’t drop
out just give it all you’ve got. Dust off your
intellect you’re really gonna need it, leave
your ego at home this ain’t no time to feed
it.
Accumulation will do for now, higher paths
are definitely there, but push too hard and
you’ll tear out your hair.

one bit, nor does it not exist as such it can’t
be both but it also can’t be neither. If you
get your head around that fill me in later, I
don’t get it either.
Free from Four Extremes a concept you
should shout, place your mind in that space
its where the Buddha hangs out.
Then meditate conventional to absolute in
Bodhicitta mind dedicate for all sentient
beings of the mother kind.
Now intermediate you want to go Four
Abandonments and Four Endeavours you
have to know, its about virtuous and non
virtuous you might have guessed, the basis
of wisdom when you perfect it to your best.

So here is accumulation, I think in a nutshell, Abandon the non virtues don’t create them
but don’t listen to me I’m still not clear of
anymore, improve the virtuous and create
the hells.
more of those. It sounds very simple but
this will keep you on your toes.
Take refuge sincerely, it’s gotta be right
from the heart, don’t miss this step or you’ll And if miraculous powers are where you
never get a start.
want to persist, gain the vast meditations of
aspiration, diligence, intention and analysis.
Bodhicitta - get it down, if not you may as
well go back to town, where there is plenty
of action at the pub and the circus and the
leaders of the world are just about to nuke
us.

Finally, a bit of sage advice stretch the
Seven Limbs on a daily basis it works very
nice.

And remember, Lord Buddha is not your
Keep it up with the Six Perfections, these
father, you gotta do your own Shamata!
always need maintaining, cause this mind is
a wild beast and it’s the best way of taming. Dedicated to you all… Joe
Appreciate the levels but don’t get caught
up in the meaning, you might be in heat, at
your peak, or up to no more learning. You
might be small, medium or great or some
other yana, but mate, in the end you’re just
another dharma farmer.
So, negate four misconceptions with four
kinds of mindfulness, body clean
misconception one, body is unclean, what
exudes from your bum.
Feeling is happy misconception two, feeling
comes from suffering it’s never gonna do,
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